
 

Rob Williams is a timber framer 

with 14 years experience in 

building award winning struc-

tures. 

Since opening his own Ltd com-

pany he has designed and built 

everything from bespoke win-

dows and complete extensions 

to boathouses. 

G O O D W O O D  T I M B E R  F R A M E S  
LT D  

07853 009223 
email: goodwoodframes@yahoo.co.uk 

website: www.goodwoodframes.weebly.com

Bespoke projects undertaken, full 

design service. Know what you 

want  but need some help putting 

it down on paper? Give us a ring 

to make you dream come true

H A N D  C R A F T E D

The Beauty of nature trans-
formed into your dream

GoodWood Frames Ltd 
Traditional Timber Framer and 

Carpenter
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Modern design meets traditional methods, 

this beautiful extension with kitchen and 

bathroom is clad in western red cedar with 

a striking zinc detail and a flat rubber roof. 

We can build your frame at our workshop 

and transport it anywhere in the world. Rob 

has built frames in France, Scotland, Jersey 

and Northern Ireland. 

Frames can be built on site or 
remotely and transported 

Y O U R  I M A G I N A T I O N -  O U R  S K I L L

Bringing your dream to life, making ideas reality or just building from plan?  

Then an affordable frame is only a phone call away. 

Timber framed homes and extensions are comparative to other building methods, call us for a quote.

ARCH BRACED TIMBER FRAME: 

Hand made with traditional techniques, modern tools with timber 

chosen from a local saw mill. Driven by the clients vision, inspired 

by the historic arched brace truss. This project evolved before 

completion in order to fully meet the clients design, whilst main-

taining structural integrity.

CONSERVATORY & STAIRCASE: 

This conservatory replaced a upvc structure, the clients were 
thrilled with the light and texture of the new frame and the quality 
of the insulation making this a usable room all year round. 

A staircase for renovation project, oak treads and painted soft 
wood stringers.

NO PROJECT TOO SMALL: 

From a beautiful bed to a fire surround, we can build and 

design one off items of furniture including beds, tables, 

doors and stairs to name but a few.

The Frame before second fix The completed frame

Timber framed conservatory Bespoke staircase for a high 
end renovation project

A beautiful bed, the head 
board is single piece of oak

A simple but striking fire 
surround


